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1 Introduction
Implementation of best practices through drilling automation offers a way to maximize
efficiency, safety, and reliability of drilling operations – enabling well delivery teams to drive
down costs and improve performance. This report focuses on delivering an automated
directional drilling system that can predict bit trajectory based on input inclination, azimuth
and vertical depth. The whole system would be including subsystems such as rock model,
BHA model, Drillstring spring model and the steering model which could be either AKO or
RSS.
2 Literature Review
As a result of the increasing drilling complexity and the desire to improve cost efficiency, the
drilling industry is not excluded in the automation process using autonomous means.
Robotics generally refers to the application of robot manipulators to a process and requires
three basic elements: The computer/brain, the muscle/skeletal frame/actuator and the
sensors [1]. An automated system is defined by underlying sophisticated and deterministic
algorithms, which follows a predefined sequence. The underlying algorithm for autonomous
system on the other hand are non-deterministic in nature and they learn from and adapt to
situations and data which may or may not be outside of its originally defined input [2].
Drilling automation involves the creation of boreholes with systems and sub systems that are
compute controlled to an extent [3].
The history of automation in the drilling industry is brief, and in fact, there have been only a
few successes cases [4], hence the importance of examining the present programs and
projections as well as the past attempts and efforts.
Earlier work described the automation of drilling process as an attainable goal, which lacks
definition of a dynamic response [5]. There are different levels of automation (LOA), which
ranges from manual, semi automatic to fully automated systems as shown in Figure 1. In [6],
Endsley used a ten level LOA taxonomy to assign functions between human and computer
systems (Figure 1) to assign functions between humans and computer systems. The functions
include observing the performance of the system, generating options (i.e. giving advice),
selecting among options (i.e. decision making) and implementing a response (i.e. taking
control). They noted that the most efficient level of automation was that which had a blend
5

of both human decision and computer processing even when compared to the fully
autonomous systems.

Figure 1. Levels of automation [6]
Drilling automation is not a single system but encompasses a hierarchical construct of
automated sub systems. The lower ranks of the hierarchy are usually the most automated
levels.
2.1 Automating Drilling Operations
Automated drilling operations started with rock penetration itself. Leonardo Da Vinci
developed a drill feed using a screw mechanism in the 1500’s, even though there was no
evidence that the feed control was built [7]. The first construction of an automatic feed
control is from the early 1860’s by Rodolphe Leschot. The system was made of a hydraulic
piston for pushing and rotating the bit. The hydraulic piston was fed by a steam driven water
pump. The unit was designed to push down when there was no sufficient drill string weight
while the valve opens to regulate the feed rate into the hole whenever there is enough drill
string weight [7], [8]. The weight on bit indicator was not known until 1906, in which John
Harp received the earliest patent on weight on bit. Howard Hughes also received patent on
weight on bit indicator between 1914 and 1923, but these indicators were however
unsuccessful [9]. Another weight on bit indicator which looks very much like today’s systems
was developed by Elmer Decker and Frosty Martin in 1927. The indicator had a piston at the
vertex of a triangle, with the drilling line pushing on the piston and the weight on the bit was
indicated by the deflection of the drilling line. This invention was unsuccessful since it leaked
and needed the use of O-rings for sealing purposes which were not invented as at then. A
diaphragm was suggested as an alternative for the indicator [9].
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Most drill feeds were controlled by a single band brake on a cast iron brake drum. However,
later in the twentieth century, the drill feeds are controlled by band brake. The metal to metal
brakes in 1912 were unsuccessful since it did not allow for a smooth feed. Before the
automatic drill feed could be practical, the draw works brake had to be invented. This was
improved by using brake linings and brake rims before the development of hydrodynamic
brakes in the 1930’s and the electromagnetic brake later that decade [7]. Various approaches
were taken to invent automatic drill feeds; ranging from hydraulic cylinder feeds, the use of
drilling torques or rotational power, and the weight on bit control system [7].
Halliburton (known as National Supply Company then) and Hild (Known as Oil Well Supply
Company then) built a torque-based machine in the late 1920’s. The mechanism used in
Halliburton’s system consisted of steam or electric motor with a differential gear on a jack
shaft. It functioned such that when the torque required to drill exceeded a certain amount,
the drill string was retrieved until the torque dropped to the prescribed condition. The
mechanism used by Hild’s system was similar to that of Halliburton except that for Hild’s
system, an electric rotary and drill feed system was used [7].
Hydraulic feed table was invented in the 1930’s. A system was built by Sheldon which
consisted of two hydraulic cylinders on either side of the rotary table. It could be used with a
kelly or used as a 30-inch hydraulic system. Another hydraulic system was built by the
Doheny-Stone company. Their system consisted of three cylinders and a hoist. Both units
could only be used for stroke lengths between 2 -10 feet and could not be further developed
because of this restriction and also because they were slow and came out in economically
disastrous great depression [7], [8].
A mechanical differential system developed in 1928 was used to stabilize the weight on bit.
The system was driven by chain and set between prime movers and the draw works. They
were connected to two electric motors which took up the slack from the drilling motor when
the bit loaded excessively [10].
An electronic bit-feed system was developed in 1997 by Helmerich and Payne and Varco. This
presented a major breakthrough in drilling efficiency. Their system however required a well
trainer to operate it and it was rather impossible to resolve on the field anything that went
wrong with the system [8], [11].
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Apart from controlling the weight on bit, the current systems present can also maintain the
rate of penetration, constant hydraulic pressure and torque. In addition, the new systems can
also control the handle specific operations ranging from tripping and reaming, drag and
torque, measurements, pump start, continuous bit drill-off testing and stick-slip prevention
[12], [13].
2.2 Automating the Rig Floor
The rig floor has seen the most automation of all drilling systems. Since most of the dangers
that occur in the rig happens on the rig floor, automating the processes in the rig floor reduces
safety hazards significantly. The pipe handling process is the most automated rig floor
activity since it is the most repetitive task [4]. The second most repetitive task which has lent
itself for automation is running the draw works, and the other most repetitive task is the
casing/tubing handling, which includes the drillstring handling and the riser handling on
floaters [1].
The automatic drilling machine (ADM) was the first attempt on a large scale in automating
drilling between the mid 1960s and the mid 1980s. Within that time frame, three complete
land-based rigs were built. The concept used in the development of the rigs were gotten from
the machine tool industry and were very much different from the conventional design. The
draw works of the rig was replaced by four hydraulic cylinders which hoisted the string. The
rotary was a hydraulic top drive unit, and a pipe handler was used to transfer pipes from a
horizontal racked position to the rig floor and was controlled from the cabin [1]. The first of
the three land rigs were used to drill a number of wells successfully in West Texas, while the
second rig was used in Huntington beach, California but was shut down as a result of financial
bottle neck. The third land rig was built in 1980 and was used to drill an experimental
extended reach well in Texas in 1983. Like the second rig, this rig was also shut down and
dismantled as a result of financial challenges. The ADM although was a pioneering
technology, was not generally accepted since many of the concepts were new and the rig had
various mechanical elements which could not be captured based on the available technology
as at then.
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An attempt has been made to robotize iron rough necks. The first attempt to robotize iron
rough neck for the connection and disconnection of drill pipes without human intervention
especially during round trips was in the mid- 1970s.
Pipe handling machines have also been robotized in the 1960s. Conventionally, pipe handling
machines were basically mechanical power tools that were designed to move pipe from the
well to the racking area on floating rigs and required manpower. To eliminate the use of
manpower for this process, a manufacturer tried to automate the process using a prototype.
This automation was however not implemented on the field because of the high maintenance
requirements of computers and hydraulics as at then.
2.3 Automating the Rotary System
An invention which helped in the automation of the drilling system is the top drive (also
known as the swivel or the power sub), which were used only during workovers before the
mid 1980s. Paul Scott in Michigan developed the first hydraulic power swivel and hoist in
1955. These units were initially designed for coring and taking over for cable tools in
Michigan but was further used to drill 6 1/4 and 7 7/8 inch holes which spanned up to 22,860
m in North Louisiana [8], [14]. In the early 1970s, Brown Oil Tool and Bowen developed the
first electric power swivel for ARCO Oil and Gas, and in 1983, a Varco electric power swivel
was designed and placed on two SEDCO jack up rigs. The swivel was referred to as a Top
drive drilling system and had a 1000 hp motor and pipe handling system. This unit was
successful as a result of the integration of pipe handling equipment to either make or break
connections built into the power swivel system [8], [15].
2.4 Automating the Entire Rig
There have been several attempts at developing a fully automated drilling rig. In the year
1940, the first of many automatic rigs was planned, sketched, extensively researched and
patented, although the rig was never built [7]. The rig consisted of a mechanized hydraulic
elevator which had hydraulic cylinders that were set below the ground level. An electric
rotary was placed at the top of the cylinders that rode in a vertical direction just like a top
drive. The whole unit helped in automatically racking the pipe. The rig had the capacity to be
used in offshore environment due to the advantages of having a smaller floor footprint and a
lower centre of gravity.
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In [14], Allen and Scott presented a paper on semi-automatic drilling rig. A hydraulic power
package was included in the rig and the hoist was powered by hydraulics. The rig also had a
remote controlled, track mounted power swivel, which was the forerunner of the top drive.
Additionally, the rig had hydraulic power tongs, backup tongs and pipe-handling equipment
along with the pneumatic air slips. The rig was designed to be able to drill only shallow holes.
Another attempt made to automate the entire rig was by Bandera who built an automated
drilling rig to handle 11.4 cm drill pipe up to 3,960 m. The rig was designed to have complete
automated trips which were controlled from a van 12.2 cm away from the floor. It had a
hydraulic drill head which was capable of lifting and lowering up to a height of 35 feet on a
42 feet tower. Making and breaking connections on the rig was executed by a hydraulic chuck,
which had an electronic hydraulic slip [16]. The downsides of the rig were that it did not have
the capability to observe and react to kicks, it needed onsite maintenance and manual
changing of bits, which means that human intervention was still required.
Some companies such as Schlumberger and M/D Totco has shown that it is not only possible
for a remote monitoring of the drilling rig but also remotely control the drilling operation.
Operations which they were able to control includes the weight on bit, the flow rate and
rotary speed [8].
All of these mechanical systems had had limitations of precision and non-linear response
curves, which made the controlling of the rig brakes challenging. The advent of new draw
works brakes and computer control enabled the development of new automatic drill feed
systems. The use of computers to control the operations of the drill rig was considered in the
1970’s. A combination of digital and analog systems which allowed for the mixture of
electrical and pneumatic components, monitoring of variables such as depth and time along
with normal mud log type data were used. The system was a close loop and measured the
changes on weight on bit and the rotary speed when the engine throttle is varied [17].
2.5 Other Areas of Drilling Operations
Efforts have also been made to automate the mud-mixing process [18], [19]. A mud mixing
system was developed by IMCO services t monitor the mud weight going in the hole and
automatically added barite to maintain the mud weight [18]. Cementing operation is another
activity that has been automated by using recirculating cement mixers. With these
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recirculating cement mixers, the controller compares the measured cement density and
leaves the mixer to the desired density by the addition or removal of water, pump rate
adjustment, and recirculation of the cement slurry back into the system until the numbers
match. With this method, the precise and accurate cement density is pumped downhole [20].
The bottom hole assembly is also another aspect of drilling automation, with the invention of
LWD, MWD, PWD systems which have allowed for the collection of real time down hole data
at the surface. With these systems, a better control of the trajectories into the target reservoir
is achieved [8].
Other automation solutions available include drilling assistance [21]–[23], open interface
and automated sequence [24], automated close loop with rate of penetration (ROP)
optimization [25] and automation of directional drilling system [3].
2.6 Autonomous Drilling Operations
As seen in the above cited literature, most automated drilling operations leverages the use of
fault detection, isolation and recovery (FDIR) functions, safe operating envelopes (SOE),
application of control methods to a few parameters and automated standard procedures for
drilling. With all of these automated processes, human intervention is still required. In
autonomous drilling which is the highest level of automated drilling [3], software installation
which are capable of adapting itself to unexpected situations, by learning from both online
and experience are required. The use of systematic error propagation helps the system learn
from past measurement and then detect what is normal or abnormal. All these can be
achieved in a timely fashion even with incomplete information. The method required for
autonomous drilling, is the propagation of uncertainties in order to evaluate the current
situation and foreseeable alternative developments of the drilling operation so as to reach
the target depth.
In [2], Cayeux and others developed an autonomous drilling operation which was built on
existing automated drilling technologies. The authors built a virtual test rig environment
which was synonymous to an actual rig in order to test their autonomous drilling solution.
They considered the region less than or equal to the length of the stand and the management
of the mud pumps, top drive and hoisting system but not the pipe handling system. Their
technique is only valid for conventional drilling and can only be used for performance
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management rather than to optimize directional drilling. In addition, their autonomous
drilling solution is only valid for land rigs, fixed offshore platforms and floaters, and can be
used for a variety of well dimensions including shallow horizontal wells, extended reach
wells and 3D shale well with tapered wellbore architecture, tapered drill-strings and the use
of hole-opening or under-reaming. The drilling fluid accounted for in their autonomous
drilling technique were the water-based, oil-based and the micronized drilling fluids. They
have concluded that in order to obtain a solution that balances performance and risk, then
the software solution must be able to adapt itself to unforeseen circumstances.
3 System Design
A drilling rig is a machine which creates holes (usually called boreholes) in the ground.
Drilling rigs can be massive structures like housing equipment used to drill water wells, oil
wells, or natural gas wells, or they can be small enough to be moved manually by one person.
Here are the components of an oil well rig:


Power System



Hoisting System



Circulating System



Rotary System



Well Control System



Well Monitoring System

3.1 Power System
The power generated by the power system is used principally for five main operations: (1)
rotating, (2) hosting, (3) drilling fluid circulation, (4) rig lighting system, and (5) hydraulic
systems. However, most of the generated power is consumed by the hoisting and fluid
circulation systems. In most cases, these two systems are not used simultaneously, so the
same engines can perform both functions.
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Figure 2. A typical arrangement of an engine with flywheel and pulley system [26]
The power system is made up of the internal combustion engine (Figure 2). Rig power system
performance characteristics generally are stated in terms of output horsepower and fuel
consumption for various engine speeds (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Input and output of power system
PS 

Wd 1
1
t 33,000 60

where PS is the power output by the engine (hp)

W is weight of the drillstring (lbf)
d is the distance travelled by the drillstring (ft)
t is time during which the engine has been in operations (hr)
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Eq. 1

60 is conversion factor (min/hr)
33,000 is conversion factor (ft*lbf/(min*hp))
The controlled variable is d and the actuating signal is PS . The end goal of the actuator is to
produce PS . Two categories of inputs are needed in the actuator system. Either inputs leading
to the calculation of heat energy consumed by the engine Qi which can be used to obtain PS
or inputs leading directly to the calculation of PS [26].


In case of the former
Qi 

1 779
w f H f
60 33,000

PS  PS Qi

Eq. 2
Eq. 3

where w f is rate of fuel consumption by the engine (gal/hr)

 is density of the fuel in use (lbm/gal)
H f is heating value of the fuel (BTU/lbm)

779 is conversion factor (ft*lbf/BTU)

PS is the overall efficiency of the engine


In case of the latter

PS  T  2 rFW NW

Eq. 4

where  is angular velocity of the shaft (rad/min)

T is output torque (ft*lbf)

rFW is radius of the flywheel (ft)
N is rotational speed of the engine (rpm)
The equations are based on [26]. Values for  and H f of typical fuels are shown in Table 1.
Fuel Type
Natural gas
Propane

Density (lbm/gal)

Heating value
(BTU/ft3 for gas and
BTU/gal for liquid*)
1.07
1,030
4.22
2,500
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Methane
3.54
1,000
Landfill gas
-500
Butane
4.70
3,200
Methanol
6.63
57,000*
Ethanol
6.61
76,000*
Kerosene
6.68
135,000*
Diesel
7.20
138,500*
Gasoline
6.60
125,000*
Table 1. Heating values of various fuel [26]
3.2 Hoisting System
The function of the hoisting system is to get the necessary equipment in and out of the hole
as rapidly and economically as possible. The principal items of equipment that are used in
the hole are the drillstring, casing, and miscellaneous instruments such as logging and hole
deviation instruments. The major components of the hoisting system are:


Derrick



Block and tackle system



Drawworks



Miscellaneous hoisting equipment such as hooks, elevators, weight indicator etc.

The block and tackle system is comprised of the crown block, the travelling block, and the
drilling line. The principal function of the block and tackle is to provide a mechanical
advantage which permits easier handling of large loads.
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Figure 4. Derrick of the hoisting system [26]
The hoisting system is focused on output hook horsepower which is needed to achieve block
and tackle speed for pulling up the drill-string. The output power from the internal
combustion engine PS is the input power into the block and tackle. The key output of the
system is the time to pull the drill-string up or the time to lower the drill-string.

Figure 5. Input and output of block and tackle system
Poutbt  0.98n33,000PS

Eq. 5

where Poutbt is power output of the block and tackle system (hp)

n is number of drilling lines through the traveling block
Poutbt 

Whl LS
t

where Whl is hook load (lbf)
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Eq. 6

LS is length of stand (ft)
t is time (min)
The controlled variable is t and the actuating signal is Poutbt . The equations are based on [26].
3.3 Circulating System
The drilling mud travels up the standpipe and through the rotary hose, and then downward
through the kelly or top drive system, drill pipe and bottom hole assembly by the mud pumps.
It exits the drillstring through the bit nozzles and picks up drill cuttings from the bottom of
the hole. It then carries the cuttings up the annulus, past the blowout preventers, and through
the mud-return line to the shale shaker. At the shale shaker, the larger cuttings are screened
out and diverted to a “reserve pit” (actually a waste pit). De-sanders, de-silters, and
centrifuges may be used to filter out smaller particles. The mud flows into a settling tank or
pit and finally, it returns through the sump to the suction pit to repeat the circuit (Figure 6).

Figure 6. A complete rig circulating system [26]
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The goal of the circulating system is to circulate the drilling mud in order to achieve a certain
desired hydrostatic pressure in the drilling system. The output power from the internal
combustion engine PS is the input power into the circulating system. The key output of the
system is the delivery pressure.

Figure 7. Input and output of circulating system

Pin
Q

Pd 1714Ev Em

Eq. 7

where Pin is input power taken from PS (hp)

Pd is delivery pressure (psi)
Q is pump output (gal/min)

E v is volumetric efficiency
Em is mechanical efficiency
1714 is conversion factor (gal/min/(hp/psi))
The controlled variable is Q and the actuating signal is Pin / Pd .
For duplex pumps:

Q  0.0068 * 2  Dl2  Dr2  SNE v

Eq. 8

For triplex pumps:

Q  0.0102Dl2SNEv

Eq. 9

where S is stroke length (in)

N is stroke per minute (1/min)

Dl is liner diameter (in)
Dr is rod diameter (in)
The equations are based on [27] and [28].
3.4 Rotary System
Rotary system is responsible for achieving the rotation of the drillstring and bit. There are
two types of systems used to achieve this rotation: the top drive or the kelly and rotary table.
The Drillbotics 2021 committee have requested a focus on the top drive system which
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actually preferable these days. A diagram showing how energy flow in the top drive assuming
the rig is using an electrical top drive is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Input and output of top drive rotary system [29]
Pm e c 

2 NT
33,000

Eq. 10

where Pmec is power output from the top drive (hp)

N is surface rotational speed of the drillstring (rpm)
T is surface torque due to the mechanical power from the top drive system (ft*lbf)
The controlled variable is N and the actuating signal is Pmec , which is a fraction of PS (Figure
9).

Figure 9. Power distribution in the rig [30]
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3.5 Well Control System
Drilling operations vary according to location, depth, formation characteristics and many
other factors, but they all have the same underlying goal: to drill safely and at minimal cost
while providing a fit-to-purpose well. A drilling problem is any occurrence or condition that
stands in the way of well objectives. Major drilling problems may include abnormal formation
pressure, kick, lost circulation, borehole instability, stuck pipe, hydrogen sulfide, etc. When
the pore pressure in a permeable formation exceeds the wellbore pressure, fluid flows from
the formation into the well. This fluid influx is known as a kick.

Figure 10. Kick due to reduction in mud weight [31]

Figure 11. Kick due to reduction in fluid level in borehole [31]
Based on the kick’s pressure gradient, type of fluid can be determined.
Gas:

0.05 – 0.2 psi/ft
20

Oil:

0.3 – 0.4 psi/ft

Seawater:

0.47 – 0.52 psi/ft

Foundational equations:

Ppore  Pf  SIDPP  ( Pmud )dp

Eq. 11

Ppore  Pf  SICP  ( Pmud )ann  Pinflux

Eq. 12

where ( Pmud )dp is hydrostatic pressure of mud in drill pipe

( Pmud )ann is hydrostatic pressure of mud in annulus
Pinflux is hydrostatic pressure of influx in annulus
Ppor e  Pf is pore pressure or formation pressure

SIDPP is shut-in drill pipe pressure
SICP is shut-in casing pressure

 k  m 

SIDPP
0.052TVD 

where k is density of kill mud (lbm/gal)

m is original mud weight (lbm/gal)
TVD is true vertical depth (ft)
Well control techniques include:


Circulating well control
o Engineer’s method (Wait and Weight)
o Driller’s method
o Concurrent
o Reverse Circulation



Non-circulating well control
o Volumetric method
o Bull-heading

The well control system in the simulator is:
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Eq. 13

hinflux 

SICP  SIDPP
 mud   influx

Eq. 14

1030
V
d22  d12

hinflux 

Eq. 15

where hinflux is height of influx in annulus (ft)

V is pit volume increase (bbl)

 mud is pressure gradient of the influx (psi/ft)
d1 is collar or pipe outer diameter (in)
d2 is hole diameter (in)
In engineer’s method, the procedure is to circulate out the influx and circulate in the heavier
mud simultaneously (Table 2 and Figure 12).
Process

Equation

Initial state

Pwf  Pf

Beginning of circulation

Standpipe Pressure  SIDPP
Standpipe Pressure  SIDPP  Ppump
ICP  SIDPP  Ppump
ICP  SIDPP  ( Pf )s  Pbit

As pump starts

Pwf  Pf  ( Pf )ann  Pff

Kill mud reaches drill bit

SIDPP  0
Standpipe Pressure  Ppump
Standpipe Pressure  Pf  ( Pf )ann


FCP   Pf   Pf ann  m
k

All the influx removed from the annulus

Pf  0

Influx being expelled and heavy mud
reaching surface

Continue circulating until Pann  0 , Pdp  0

Well is dead and recondition mud before
resuming operations
Table 2. Engineer’s method procedure
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Figure 12. Standpipe and annulus pressure during engineer’s method [31]
In driller’s method, the influx is first circulated out of the well with the original mud, then the
heavy weight kill mud is circulated into the well in a second stage of the operation (Table 3
and Figure 13).
Process

Equation

Pwf  Pf

Initial state
Circulation of influx to surface using original
mud

Standpipe Pressure  SIDPP
Standpipe Pressure  SIDPP  Ppump
ICP  SIDPP  Ppump
ICP  SIDPP  ( Pf )s  Pbit

Pann constant for liquid, increases for gas
Discharging the influx

Pann reduces until Pann  SIDPP

At beginning of second circulation: before
filling the drillstring with heavy mud

Standpipe Pressure  SIDPP  ( Pf )dp1

When the kill mud reaches to the drill bit

SIDPP  0
Standpipe Pressure  ( Pf )dp2
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Filling the annulus with heavy mud

As heavy fluid enters annulus,
Pann  SIDPPoriginal mud

Pdp  0
When heavy fluid gets closer to surface,
Pann  0
When heavy fluid gets closer to surface,
SICP  0
Table 3. Driller’s method procedure

Figure 13. Standpipe and annulus pressure during driller’s method [31]
Volumetric method is a special well control method which will be used when the normal
circulation cannot be done. It is not a kill method but a method to control bottom hole
pressure and allow influx to migrate without causing any damage to the well (Table 4).
Step
Process
1
Choose safety factor
2
3

Choose pressure increment
Calculate mud increment

4

Wait until SICP increase to

Equation
Assume safety factor to avoid fracturing the
formation. Recommended, SF  100psi
PI  100psi

 ACF 
MI  
 * PI
 0.052 MW 
SICPnew  SICPcurrent  SF  PI
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5

Hold SCIP constant while
mud increment is bled off

SICP  Constant
Vmudnew  Vmudcurrent  MI

BHPnew  BHPcurrent  SF
6
7

Wait for SICP to increase by
pressure increment

SICPnew new  SICPnew  PI

BHPnew  BHPcurrent  SF  PI

Repeat 5 and 6 until kick fluid
migrates to surface
Table 4. Volumetric method procedure

where Pann is pressure in the annulus (psi)

Pdp is pressure in the drill pipe (psi)
Pwf is bottom hole flowing pressure (psi)
Ppump is pump pressure, also known as slow pump rate pressure (psi)

ICP is initial circulating pressure (psi)
FCP is final circulating pressure (psi)
Pff is formation fracture pressure (psi)

Pbit is pressure loss at the bit (psi)

 P 

ann

 P 

S

 P 

dp1

 P 

dp2

f

f

f

f

is frictional pressure loss in the annulus (psi)

is total frictional pressure loss in the drill pipe and annulus (psi)
is frictional pressure loss in the drill pipe filled with original mud (psi)
is frictional pressure loss in the drill pipe filled with kill mud (psi)

3.6 Directional Drilling Dynamics System
3.6.1 Directional Trajectory Plan
There are 5 types of well profiles for directional drilling [32]


Type I: Build and hold



Type II: Build, hold and drop



Type III: Deep kick-off and build



Horizontal wells
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Horizontal drainholes

For each profile, the following design procedures would be followed:


Determine the coordinates of the well profile based on input variables



Design the deflection tools needed to achieve the determined well profile



Design the process for deriving surveying values



Design the BHA and drillstring appropriate for the well profile



Derive the torque and drag equations needed

In the next sections, a generic process would be described which would be implemented on
Simulink and connected to MATLAB App Designer.
In order to fully determine the directional path, some variables have to be available. Each
well profile needs a different set of input for the path to be practically defined. The two
horizontal wells are imbedded in the first three type of well profile (Table 5).
Input Variables

Type I: Build and
Hold
✔
✔
✔

Type II: Build, Hold
and Drop
✔
✔
✔

Type III: Deep
Kick-off and Build
✔
✔

Surface coordinates
Target coordinates
True vertical depth to
target
True vertical depth to
✔
✔
✔
kick-off point (KOP)
True vertical depth to end
✔
of drop-off
Buildup rate
✔
✔
✔
Drop-off rate
✔
Final angle of inclination
✔
through target
Maximum angle of
✔
inclination
Note: for variables with red check mark, only one of them is needed
Table 5. Input requirement for well trajectory planning
Surface and target coordinates: northings and eastings must be given with respect to
platform centre or other reference point. The depths will be referenced back to the rotary
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table. Two sets of calculations may be possible. One is for single targets with the required
input data. The other for single or multiple targets with varying data.
3.6.1.1 Single Target Calculations for Type I Well Profile

Figure 14. Type I well profile [32]
Ht  [( Nt  Na )2   Et  E a )2 

Eq. 16

where Ht is horizontal displacement of target (ft)

Nt is northing to target (ft)
Na is northing to platform center (ft)
Et is easting to target (ft)
Ea is easting to platform center (ft)

  tan 1

 Et  E a 
 Nt  Na 

where  is target bearing (deg)
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Eq. 17

R

18000
 BUR

Eq. 18

where R is radius of curvature (ft)
BUR is buildup rate (deg/100ft)

 x y

Eq. 19

where  is maximum angle of inclination (deg)
Ht  R


x  tan 1 

 TVDtoTarget  TVDtoKOP 


R cos x
y  sin 1 

 TVDtoTarget  TVDtoKOP 
End-of-build (EOB) coordinates:
TVD to EOB  TVD to KOP  R sin 

Eq. 20

HDtoEOB  R 1  cos 

Eq. 21

MDtoEOB  TVDtoKOP 

100
BUR

Eq. 22

where TVD is true vertical depth (ft)

HD is horizontal displacement (ft)
MD is measure depth (ft)
Target coordinates:

MDtoTarget  MDtoEOB 

TVDtoTarget  TVDtoEOB
cos 

Eq. 23

3.6.1.2 Single Target Calculations for Type II Well Profile

R1 

18000
 BUR

Eq. 24

R2 

18000
 DOR

Eq. 25

where R1 and R2 are radii of curvature for build and drop, respectively (ft)
DOR is drop-off rate (deg/100ft)
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Figure 15. Type II well profile [32]

1  x  y
 OQ 
where x  tan 1 

 OP 
 QS 
y  tan 1 

 PS 

OQ  Ht  R1  R2 cos2  TVDtoTarget  TVDtoEOD  tan 2

OP  TVDtoEOD  TVDtoKOP  R2 sin2
QS  R1  R2
PS  PQ2  QS 2
PQ  OP 2  OQ 2
EOD is end of drop (ft)
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Eq. 26

Ht is calculated as in Type I well Eq. 16
EOB coordinates are calculated as in Type I:

TVDtoEOB  TVDtoKOP  R1 sin1

Eq. 27

HDtoEOB  R1 1  cos1 

Eq. 28

MDtoEOB  TVDtoKOP 

100 1
BUR

Eq. 29

Kick-off Drop (KOD) coordinates:

TVDtoKOD  TVDtoKOB  PS cos1

Eq. 30

HDtoKOD  HDtoEOB  PS sin1

Eq. 31

MD to KOD  MD to EOB  PS

Eq. 32

HDtoEOD  HDtoKOD  R2(cos2  cos1 )

Eq. 33

End-of-Drop (EOD) coordinates:

MDto EOD  MDto KOD 

100  1   2 
DOR

Eq. 34

Target coordinates:
MDtoTarget  MDtoEOD 

TVDtoTarget  TVDto EOD
cos 2

Eq. 35

3.6.1.3 Single Target Calculations for Type III Well Profile
Target coordinates:
MDtoTarget  TVDto KOP 

where 2 is final inclination (deg)


Ht


 TVDtoTarget  TVDtoKOP 

 2  2tan 1 
R

TVDtoTarget  TVDtoKOP
sin  2
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100 2
BUR

Eq. 36

BUR 

18000
R

Figure 16. Type III well profile [32]
3.6.1.4 Well Profile for Multiple Targets
It important to take note of the different locations on the rig for offshore and land operations
(Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Different references for offshore and land operations [33]
Given input are TVDs for targets, northings and eastings for surface location and targets.
Output needed are inclination for each target, build and drop rates, TVD vs. displacement
plot, initial KOP.


There is a need to draw a plan view and a vertical section view. First, calculate all
displacements using the information on northing and easting.



Then calculate TVD, HD, inclination, northing, easting differences and plan view
directions as follow
TVDi ,i 1  TVDi 1  TVDi

Eq. 37

HDi ,i 1  HDi 1  HDi

Eq. 38

 HDi ,i 1 
Ini ,i 1  tan 1 

 TVDi ,i 1 

Eq. 39

Ei  Ei  E S

Eq. 40

Ni  Ni  NS

Eq. 41

Ei
Ni

Eq. 42

i  tan 1
where i is order of target in terms of TVD

TVDi ,i 1 is TVD difference between two consecutive targets
HDi ,i 1 is HD (Eq. 16) difference between two consecutive targets
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Ini ,i 1 is inclination difference between two consecutive targets

Ei and Ni are easting and northing differences between a target and surface
location, respectively

i is bearing of a target


Next is building a plan view (northing difference vs. easting difference) and a section
view (TVD vs. HD) to get a clear appearance of well direction. At this point, they type
of well profile required can be clearly defined.



Last would be calculations of TVD to KOP and TVD to EOB based on buildup and drop
rates.

3.6.2 Design of Deflection Tools and Derivation of Surveying Values
There are a number of tools and techniques which can be used to change the direction in
which a bit will drill. These tools and techniques can be used to change the inclination or the
azimuthal direction of the well-bore or both. These tools and techniques work on one of two
basic principles. The first principle is to introduce a bit tilt angle into the axis of the BHA, just
above the bit, and the second is to introduce a side-force to the bit.
The output needed from the deflection tool system is the maximum dogleg severity
constraint. Drillbotics 2021 committee has recommended that either Bent Adjustable Kickoff (AKO) Sub or Rotary Steerable System (RSS) should be used. Therefore, the deflection
system would be planned for both cases.
3.6.2.1 Bent AKO Sub
The expected input from the Drillbotics committee is the AKO angle. The setup of the sub is
shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Geometry of bent AKO sub [34]
TGDS 

200Tilt Angle
L1  L2

Eq. 43

where TGDS is theoretical geometric dogleg severity (deg/100ft)

Tilt Angle is bit tilt (deg)

L1 is length between UBHS and the upper stabilizer
L2 is length between UBHS and the bit
UBHS is upper bearing housing stabilizer or motor stabilizer
The resulting dogleg severity can then be used for survey calculations.
3.6.2.2 RSS
RSSs control the inclination and direction in which a well is drilled using a steering
mechanism that continually rotates. The steering direction of the tool depends on the settings
stored in the tool electronics. Rotary steerable systems can be grouped into two categories,
push-the-bit and point-the-bit. In push-the-bit category, there is a non-rotating stabilizer
contains pads that are forced radially outwards against the formation. This imparts a side
force upon the bit generating a net directional response. In point-the-bit category, a shaft
rotating within the non-rotating section is radially deflected away from the axis of the well
bore.
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Figure 19. The 2-point-contact geometry in push-the-bit mode [35]
For 2-point-contact geometry in push-the-bit mode:

 OS 

 d12 

  arcsin 
DLS 

360 *100
     180 *100 OS
cos 

2
 d12

d12
 2 

Eq. 44
Eq. 45

where  is borehole deviation angle (deg)
OS is tool offset (in)

d12 is distance between the pads and the bit (ft)
DLS is dogleg severity (deg/100ft)

For 2-point-contact geometry in point-the-bit mode, the equations are similar except that d12
is replaced by d23 , distance between the pads and the near-bit stabilizer.

Figure 20. The 3-point-contact geometry in push-the-bit-mode
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For 3-point-contact geometry in push-the-bit-mode:
 BD 
B 

 A B 
R
2B

2

2

DLS 

360*100
2 R

Eq. 46
Eq. 47

where R is radius of curvature (ft)
A

ODS  ODt 1
(ft)
2
12

B

ODb  ODt 1
(ft)
2
12

D is distance between the stabilizer and the bit (ft)

ODS is outer diameter of the sleeve stabilizer (in)
ODt is outer diameter of tool body (in)
ODb is outer diameter of the bit (in)
3.6.2.3 Derivation of Surveying Values
There are several sensors that can be used for periodic surveying. For the bent sub deflection
tool, directional MWD tool would be used. For RSS, the AutoTrak would be used. Their
respective positions are shown in Figure 21. The MWD tool is placed directly above the bent
sub.
For this project, the focus will be on the more common method, Minimum Curvature method.
The Minimum Curvature Method smooths two straight-line segments of the Balanced
Tangential method by using a ratio factor. The 3D trajectory can be visualized on a 3dimensional plot of TVD, northing and easting. The formulas for the Minimum Curvature
method are listed below.
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Figure 21. Positions of directional sensors [36]

  cos 1 cos  I2  I1   sin I1 sin I2 1  cos  A2  A1  
2
 
 tan  
RF   
2
1


if   0

Eq. 48

Eq. 49

if   0

N 

MD
 sin I1 cos A1  sin I2 cos A2  RF
2

Eq. 50

E 

MD
 sin I1 sin A1  sin I2 sin A2  RF
2

Eq. 51

TVD 

MD
 cos I1  cos I2  RF
2

where  is dogleg (rad)

I1 is inclination at upper survey station (deg)
I2 is inclination at lower survey station (deg)
A1 is azimuth at upper survey station (deg)
A2 is azimuth at lower survey station (deg)
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Eq. 52

RF is ratio factor
MD is measured depth difference between two survey stations (ft)
 TVD is true vertical depth difference between two survey stations (ft)

N is northing difference between two survey stations (ft)
E is easting difference between two survey stations (ft)

Figure 22. Minimum curvature method [32]
The drilling schedule is as follows [37]:


Drill vertical hole till KOP (rotation)



Trip out, put in appropriate Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA)



Trip in and drill build section (sliding) till EOB



Trip out, put in BHA for hold section



Trip in and Drill till next KOP if required (rotation)



For vertical hole and hold section, do a survey of direction using “directional sensor”
every new stand. Ensure pipe is stationary, and bit is 5ft off bottom. Wait for 2 minutes
to measure the data. Measured data can be accounted for at the surface 4 minutes after
survey is done.



For build or drop sections, do survey every minute. Normally the tool-face is
referenced to high side of the hole (gravity tool-face).
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After each survey, the amount of length to slide, inclination and azimuth at the bit are
determined.

Lengthof Slide 
MO 

BUR
Course Length
MO

Course Length
DLS
Slide Seen

Eq. 53
Eq. 54

cos 1 (cos I1 cos   cos I2 )
TF 
sin I1 sin 

Eq. 55

Ibit  cos TF  * MO * Slidenot Seen  Ilast

Eq. 56

Abit 

sin TF  * MO * Slide not Seen
sin I last

 Alast

Eq. 57

where MO is motor output
DLS is dogleg severity from survey

TF is tool face angle

Ibit is inclination at the bit
Ilast is inclination at the last survey station
Abit is azimuth at the bit
Alast is azimuth at the last survey station
Slide Seen  Survey MD  Start Slide MD
Slidenot Seen  End Slide MD  Survey MD
The desired deflection would be either right or left on the desired plane. The equations below
determine how the tool face was oriented to achieve a turn [38].
Turn  Azimuth  Initial Azimuth
Build  Final Inclination  Initial Inclination

 Final Inclination  Initial Inclination 
EffectiveTurn  Turn  * sin 

2


 EffectiveTurn 
TF  tan 1 

Build
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Figure 23. Tool face dial [37]
3.6.3 BHA and Drillstring Selection
3.6.3.1 BHA Selection
Regardless of the type of deflection tool, the BHA length is set at 100ft based on Drillbotics
2021 guidelines. However, the position of the sensor is different for both methods. Sensor
position is approximately 65ft for bend sub. For the rotary steerable system, the sensor
position is 32.5ft.
Drill Collar selection is governed by two major factors: weight and stiffness. Usually the collar
with largest OD that can be safely run is the best selection because of more weight available
for WOB, greatest stiffness to resist buckling and smooth directional tendencies, and
restricted cyclical movement due to tighter clearances. Input to the system would be either
size of drill bit or outer diameter of the casing. Based on that information, the casing OD can
be read from charts with the bit size known and vice versa (Table 6). The drill collar OD can
be calculated based on the casing outer diameter and bit size as follows.
ODDC  2ODcasing  Dbit

BF  1 
WOB 

MW
65.5

LDC
W
BF DC
cos I
SF

2.56  OD2  ID2 
WDC  
2
2
2.66  OD  ID 

for spiral drill collar
for regular drill collar
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Eq. 58
Eq. 59
Eq. 60

Eq. 61

where BF is buoyancy factor
MW is mud weight (ppg)
SF is safety factor (1.15)

LDC is length of drill collar (ft)
WDC is weight per unit length of drill collar (lb/ft)

Table 6. Bit sizes and clearance-casing data [39]
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3.6.3.2 Drillstring Selection
There is a need to first calculate the collapse pressure.

PC  0.052* TVD for Drill String * MW * SFC

Eq. 62

where PC is collapse pressure (psi)
MW is mud weight (ppg)

SFC is safety factor for collapse (1.125)
TVD for Drill String  TVDtoTarget  TVD for BHA
Based on drill pipe OD and PC , the grade, ID and weight per length unit of the drill pipe, Wdp1
can be gotten from Table 7.

Table 7. Dimensions and strength of API seamless internal upset drill pipe [26]
The drill pipe grade can then be used to determine the tensile yield from API Specification
5DP Specification for Drill Pipe.
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Pa  MOP   LdpWdp1  LdcWdc  BF * SFT

where Pa is actual weight carried by top joint

SFT is safety factor for tension (1.3)
MOP  DesignTensileCapacity  Ften
Ften   LdpWdp1  LdcWdc  BF

DesignTensileCapacity  0.9 * TensileCapacity
TensileCapacity  Yield Strength * Cross Sectional Area
Cross Sectional Area 

  OD2  ID2 
4

Drill pipe grade and diameters should be selected so that DesignTensileCapacity  Pa
Checking for Compatibility: Stiffness Coefficient & Bending Strength Ratio
The larger the drill collar, the stiffer the BHA

Stiffness Coefficient  Moment of Inertia * Youngs Modulus of Elasticity
StiffnessCoefficient  

BSR 

Z box
Z pin

OD

4

 ID 4 

64

*3e7

D 4  b4
 4D 4
R d
R

where BSR is bending strength ratio

Z box is box section modulus
Z pin is pin section modulus

D is outside diameter of pin and box
b is thread root diameter of box threads at end of pin

R is thread root diameter of pin threads 0.75 inch from shoulder of pin
d is inside diameter of bore
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Eq. 63

Figure 24. BSR vs. Fatigue Life [40]
4
4
Z lwr ODupr  ODlwr  IDlwr 
SR 

4
4
Z upr ODlwr  ODupr
 IDupr


where SR is stiffness ratio which measures the stiffness of a connection in a transition
between 2 types of pipe.
Buckling Force for Drill Pipe

Fcrit  1617

OD

4
dp

4
 IDdp
 BF ODdp2  IDdp2  sin

Dhole  ODtooljt

where Fcrit is critical load of drillstring (lb)

Dhole is hole diameter (in)
ODtooljt is outer diameter of tooljoint (in)

Stuck Pipe, Pipe Elongation, and Length of Free Pipe

e

LT
735000W

Stuck Depth, ft 

735294eDrillpipeWeight  ppf 
Differential Pull  lb 
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Feet of Free Pipe 

e * Free Point Constant
Pull Force  klbf 

where e is drill pipe stretch (in)

L is length of drillstring (ft)
T is tensile load (lb)
W is drillstring weight per unit length (lb/ft)

3.6.4 Bit Model and Torque & Drag
3.6.4.1 Bit Model
The most recent ROP model for PDC bit was developed by Motahari and others [41].
ROP  W f

14.14WN b cos
 D  tan '  

Eq. 64

where W f is wear function
W is weight on bit (lb)

N is rotational speed (rpm)
b is a constant

 is coefficient of friction between PDC cutter and the rock
D is bit diameter (in)

 is PDC back rake angle
 ' is PDC side rake angle

3.6.4.2 Torque and Drag
At different states in the directional path, torque and drag effects have to be accounted for
(Table 8).
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Operation
Rotating Off
Bottom (ROB)

Hook-load
ROBWeight  Wdp Ldp  Wdc Ldc  cos 1  0.015MW 

Rotary Torque
ROBTorque
For straight sections:
r  wl sin cos
For curved sections:
 Tension part:
rFbottom  cos


Compression part:

 r cos

[(Fbottom  sin )2 
(Fbottom   w l sin )2

Rotary Drilling

ROBWeight  WOB

ROBTorque  TorqueonBit
 WOBDb
Torque onBit  b
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Sliding Drilling

ROBWeight  WOB  Drag
For straight sections:
Drag   wl  cos   sin  sin 

TorqueonBit

For curved sections:
 Tension part:



Fbottom e



 





 1 sin  1 

 sin  top  sin  bottom 
w l 
 
  top   bottom


 cos  top  cos  bottom 
w l 


 top   bottom


Compression part:
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w l cos 

 sin [(Fbottom  sin )2  (Fbottom   w l sin )2
ROBWeight  Drag
For straight sections:
Drag   wl  cos   sin  sin 

Tripping Out

For curved sections:
 Tension part:



Fbottom e



 



0



 1 sin  1 

 sin  top  sin  bottom 
w l 
 
  top   bottom


 cos  top  cos  bottom 
w l 


 top   bottom


Compression part:
w l cos 

 sin [(Fbottom  sin )2  (Fbottom   w l sin )2
ROBWeight  Drag
0
Tripping In
Drag is the same as in Sliding Drilling
where  is inclination
 is friction coefficient
 is bouancy factor
r is radius of tool joint (ft)
w is drillstring weight per unit length (lb/ft)
l is length of each element (ft)
WOB is weight on bit calculated using Eq. 60

 60Vh 

 2 Nr r 

  tan 1 

Vh is hoisting velocity (ft/s)

SurfaceWOB  Wdp Ldp  Wdc Ldc  cos   Hook Load

Nr is roatary speed (rpm)

b is bit specific coefficient of sliding friction

Table 8. Torque and drag [42]
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Figure 25. Drag and torque for a drillstring element [42]
Considering sheave effects

Hookload adjusted

 1  en 
 Hookload 
 n 1  e  



where n is number of drilling lines
e is sheave efficiency





13.33b


Depth of Cut per Revolution  0.2
  CCS
1 
  
 DB 
  ME *WOB AB  
Mud Motor Speed  Motor Factor *GPM  5252

PMotor  P1

PMotor
Torque on Bit

MW2  Q2 
 
MW1  Q1 

3.6.5 Vibration Checks
For drill collar:

Frequency of Vibrationat the Bit , F  3

N
60

Critical Rotary Speed , N  20F
Natural Frequency of LongitudinalVibration , F1 
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4212
cycles / s 
Ldc

Eq. 65

Natural Frequency of TorsionalVibration , F2 

2662
 cycles / s 
Ldc

Drill collar must not rotate  min  20F1 ,20F2 
For drill pipe:

Critical rpm for longitudinal vibration, rpmLc 

Critical rpm for transversevibration, rpmTc 

258,000
rev / min 
Ldp

4,760,000
2
2
ODdp
 IDdp
 rev / min 
Ldp

Stick slip vibrations:
Every 20 seconds of drilling, there is a check for downhole vibrations.

 Max RPMdownhole  MinRPMdownhole
Stick Slip Severity  
Average RPMdownhole



 *100


Table 9. Severity of vibration [43]
4 Control System (And Future Plans to Complete the Project)
There is a need to complete the coding of the system before an adequate work on the control
system and optimization can be done effectively. The team has started coding. 85 percent of
the system codes has been done. These codes are attached to this report. Here are notable
plots from the codes so far. The codes imply that the output can be automatically derived
with a few input variables. This is the intention with the remaining parts of the system. The
systems coded so far are the Power System, the Rotary System, the Circulating System, the
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Well Control System, Deflection into Directional path, drilling to a Single Target, Drilling to
Multiple Targets in a Multilateral Well System and the BHA system. Parts of the system that
are being coded now are the Drill String Design, torque and drag analysis, system
synchronization
This is a Laminated Multi-Lateral Well with TAML 2 Fourth Quadrant

Surface Location

KOP

Origin

Target Location

Figure 26 Multi-Lateral Well with 4 Targets on the Fourth Quadrant

Figure 27 Plan View of 20 Targets
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Surface Location

Type II Well

KOP

KOD

EOB

Target Location

Figure 28 Build, Hold and Drop to a Single Target
The following steps would be taken to complete this project.
a. January 2021: The team will complete the codes for all individual systems on MATLAB
and synchronize their functionalities. This means outputs from some systems will be
inputs in other systems. This will enable the team to derive what the overall system
“set points” are.
b. February 2021: The team will fully implement an automatic control system. The
control system will achieve the desired goals set by the Drillbotics 2021 committee.
Several options for accomplishing this exist here. The best option yet is to use
theoretical models implemented on MATLAB to control the values of the derivative,
integral and proportional constants of the PID controller to achieve goals needed by
the system
c. March 2021: The team will aim to develop an app using MATLAB App Designer. With
the codes already in place in MATLAB, the team will modify the codes in the app
designer so that it functions as a Virtual Drilling App. The skills needed to achieve this
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are already in place. Users would be able to place values in the set points and watch
the app drill to target as expected and react to challenges along the well path.
d. April 2021: The team would be working on using the design to control the completed
Rig design on Solidworks. The Solidwork design would be imported into MATLAB
Simscape and the MATLAB codes would be converted to Simulink design and then
connected to the Solidwork design. The Solidwork design has been work in progress
and the design so far is attached to this report as Solidwork files. Some pictures of this
design are in the appendix of this report.
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Appendices
Appendix A: MATLAB Code
The code has been attached into this report. It can be opened via Acrobat attachments panel
or this link.
Appendix B: 3D Design of The Rig
Drillmec HSL 1500 HP land rig was selected as a reference for dimensions and specifications
of the rig components.
Hook Block
Based on technical summary of a 1500hp rig, the hook must be suitable for a maximum static
hook load of 760,000lbs. (345 metric ton), and it should include 12 lines (6 grooves).
Therefore, the following type was chosen as a reference for our modeling.
Based on some of the documents for 1500-200hp rig packages, the suitable wireline diameter
was stated as Ф38mm, therefore the bellow drawing was compared, and modified to justify
a 38mm groove diameter.
Products size 80 and up: fi ne-grain carbon steel StE420N (similar to ASTM A255 Grade D).

Features:


Conforms to API 8A specification



Install inner and outer springs into the cylinder to make the standpipe ejected after
breakout



Match with location restricted unit at the top of cylinder, preventing hook from freely
rotating when lift empty load.
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A rotation lock unit is fix for the hook, locking the hook at any direction of eight
symmetric directions. Specifications:



Max. Capacity: 3150kN (700,000lbs)



Spring travel length: 200mm



Main hook open size: 220mm



Rotary radius: 420mm



Overall dimension: 2545x780x750mm



Weight: 2175kg

The following pictures show the designed model for this part.
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Crown Block- Bail Block
The model is the same as the hook block; therefore, a 12-line (6-groove) version of the
following drawing was modeled in SolidWorks. The dimensions were calculated using the
geometry of the available drawings and the modeled hook block in the previous part.

The following picture shows the modeled component in SolidWorks.
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Drawworks
The drawworks DRILLMEC MAS 6000 GD was selected as a reference with the following
descriptions: single drum, electric drawworks, driven by two electric motors (rated input
power 1500hp) with chain transmission and mounted on two skid units (drawworks skid,
electric motor skid).


Horsepower:

1,120kW



Nominal depth:

3,500 to 5,000m



Wireline size:

35mm



Hoisting drum size:

720 x 1,400mm



Width overall:

3,950mm



Width in transportation:

2,700mm



Height overall:

3,150mm



Length overall:

6,530mm



Weight:

45,000kg



Hoisting capacity - 8 lines: 244mt (8lines), 294mt (10 lines), 340mt (12 lines)

Modeled drawworks
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Mast and Derrick
Drillmec DM 760 was selected as our reference with the following descriptions:

The dimensions were selected as illustrated in the following picture:
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Top of The Derrick - Crown Block Installation
Modeled components:
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Simulation
Modeled mates for the simulating the system movement:


Rolling disks are mated together in the Hook block.



Rolling disks are mated together in the Crown block.



Hook block is mated for a limited vertical translation (approximately from ground to
near the derrick top).



Hook block (face) is mated < parallel > to crown block (face).



Hook Block is mated < Rack Pinion > to a vertical line in derrick top side - Relation to
be changed.



Drawworks is mated < Gear > to Crown block (assembled in the derrick) - Relation to
be changed.
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Drawworks is mated < Rack Pinion > to a vertical line on the Hook block - Relation to
be changed.
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